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 Figure 4:  Left: A snapshot of a self-consistent, buoyancy-driven dynamo simulation in a spherical  
shell,  where  the  magnetic  feld  generated  is  imaged using the  Dynamic  Magnetic  Field  Imaging  
technique  (Aubert  et al.,  2008).  Right:  A sketch  of  the Earth’s  core  interior  showing the  various  
notations and concepts entering the description of the quasi-geostrophic approximation.

rotation period of the planet, the characteristic time scale of advection of the magnetic �eld 
by the fuid fow, and the characteristic time for the diffusion of the magnetic �eld. These  
recent  results  give  credence  to  the  hypothesis  that  fuid  viscosity  and  hydrodynamic 
turbulence do not have a primary infuence on the large-scale and long-time scale behavior 
of the solution, an assumption which motivated most of the early progresses of the �eld. 

The mechanism behind the faster changes of the magnetic �eld that have been recorded by 
man-made instruments for 400 years is much less understood. Indeed, it has been customary 
to summarize  that  wealth of  data  by a  single  numerical  �gure,  namely the typical  fuid 
velocity at the core surface (e.g. Holme, 2007, and references therein). 

Recently (Gillet et al., 2010a), a small magnetic signal due to the advection, at the core’s 
surface, of the magnetic �eld by geostrophic motions has been used to weigh the magnetic 
�eld strength in the core interior:  geostrophic motions,  which are axially invariant zonal 
motions,  evolve as Alfvén waves and the time propagation of  Alfvén waves is inversely 
proportional to the magnetic intensity. It turns out that the Earth’s magnetic �eld is 10 times 
stronger in the core interior than it is at its surface. That estimate agrees reasonably well with 
the value predicted from numerical simulations, using scaling laws. 

Most of the magnetic signal remains unaccounted for, however. Presumably, Rossby-like 
waves, which are planetary-scale columnar fows and are modi�ed in the presence of the 
magnetic �eld, play an important role in the time changes of the largest scales of the �eld. 
There is good evidence (e.g. Gillet et al., submitted) that the motions at the core surface are 
symmetrical with respect to the equatorial plane and the predominance of the rotation force 
over the magnetic force tends to make the motions invariant parallel  to the rotation axis 
(Jault, 2008), organized in columns such as the one shown in Fig. 4, right. Noting that the 
time-averaged magnetic �eld at the Earth’s surface reduces to an axial dipole after a few 
thousand years, it is natural to wonder whether these columnar motions participate in the 
dynamo mechanism. However, the core’s magnetic energy is several orders of magnitude 
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Mantle Convection

Mantle convection is recognized now to be the driving 
mechanism of plate tectonics. It governs the Earth’s ther-
mal and chemical evolution and involves both thermal 
and compositional transport. Mantle-convection pro-
cesses act over multiple scales because of the many non-
linearities in the system, such as from rheology and sharp 
compositional gradients. 

Some grand cha!lenge pro"lems in mantle convection of 
immediate relevance are (1) three-dimensional convec-
tion with increasingly high Rayleigh number (Vincent 
and Yuen, 2000; Yuen et al., 1999; Yuen et al., 2000), (2) 
thermal-chemical convection with multi-components 
(Gerya and Yuen, 2003; Gerya et al., 2004), and (3) fault-
zone dynamics along plate margins with realistic rheolo-
gies (Regenauer-Lieb and Yuen, 2003). 

Fi#ure 8 shows the temperature and streamlines of high 
Rayleigh Ra number (Ra =108) convection car$ied out 
with a grid resolution of 400 x 400 x 400 grid points. 

Going up to a high-enough Rayleigh number to observe 
a transition in convection style is a grand cha!lenge. We 
need to go to a Rayleigh number between 1010 and 1012 to 
detect such a transition, as has been found in high-reso-
lution, 2-D simulations. Such a high Rayleigh number 
requires a grid of at least 2500 x 2500 x 2500 grid points. 
Attacking this pro"lem requires the combined expertise 
of geophysics, information technology, and fluid dynam-
ics. Visualization and advanced data analysis is crucial 
for interpreting the results.

Thermal-chemical plumes from subducting slabs or from 
the core-mantle boundary must be treated as multi-com-
ponent systems. One efficient method for han%ling this 
situation is to employ tracers for describing the evolution 
of the many chemical constituents being car$ied by the 
convective velocity field. Up to one bi!lion tracers have 
been employed to study the dynamics of thermal-chemi-
cal plumes at subducting slabs in two dimensions down 
to resolution of a footba!l field (Fi#ure 9); at least 100 

Figure 8. High Rayleigh number (Ra =108) base-heated convection, temperature fields describing hot plumes (yellow) and cold downwellings (blue) are shown along 
with the streamlines (white streaks). Computation was carried out with 400 x 400 x 400 regularly spaced grid points. Figure courtesy of D.A. Yuen, F.W. Dubuffett, 
and E.O.D. Sevre.

Interna6onal	  structura6on	  
•  Global	  observa6on	  and	  monitoring	  systems	  
•  Integrated	  Distributed	  	  Data	  Archives	  
•  Data	  and	  metadata	  format	  standards	  

Scien6fic	  challenges	  
•  Understanding	  Earth’s	  dynamics	  and	  structures	  
•  Imaging	  Earth’s	  interior	  and	  seismic	  sources	  

Augmented	  societal	  applica1ons	  	  
•  Natural	  hazard	  and	  risk	  mi6ga6on;	  	  
•  Energy	  resources	  explora6on	  and	  exploita6on;	  	  
•  Underground	  wastes	  and	  carbon	  sequestra6on;	  
•  Nuclear	  	  test	  monitoring	  and	  treaty	  verifica6on	  

Data-‐intensive	  compu6ng	  challenges	  
•  Source	  detec6on	  and	  waveform	  data	  analysis	  
•  High	  resolu6on	  inversion	  and	  data	  assimila6on	  
•  Quan6fica6on	  of	  forward/inverse	  uncertain6es	  
	  

Data-intensive Research 
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High-resolution subsurface imaging provides models of 3D struc-
tures at depth, which include fluids, impermeable rock layers, 
and subsurface geologic structures. Repeated imaging detects 
time-dependent changes in the subsurface conditions, including 
those resulting from fluid extraction, fluid injection, and reser-
voir compaction. In carbon sequestration, where CO2 is injected 
into deep rock layers to isolate it from the atmosphere, it is criti-
cal to assess where the gas goes and how effectively it is con-
tained. Seismology offers key information for identifying viable 
structures for sequestration, and for 4D monitoring of injection 
and migration. A practical example of this is shown above for the 
CO2 injection at Statoil’s Sleipner field in the Norwegian North 
Sea, which has had more than 8 Mt of CO2 injected into the reser-
voir. Time-varying reflection images are differenced to determine 
how the CO2 has distributed in plumes throughout the medium. 
This method ensures the integrity and maximal utilization of the 
sequestration reservoir. (Image from R.A. Chadwick, R. Arts, and 
O. Eiken, 2005. 4D seismic quantification of a growing CO2 plume 
at Sleipner North Sea, Pp. 1385–1399 in Petroleum Geology: 

North-West Europe and Global Perspectives: Proceedings of  the 6th 
Petroleum Geology Conference, A.G. Dore and B.A. Vining, eds., 
Geological Society, London.)
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Four-Dimensional Imaging of Carbon Sequestration

 How can we e!ciently and inexpensively quan-
tify and monitor extraction and replenishment 
of groundwater resources using seismological 
techniques?

 What is the potential for sequestration of large vol-
umes of carbon dioxide in underground reservoirs?

 How can we image fracture systems, includ-
ing fracture orientation and density, and pres-
ence of fluids, and time-dependent changes in 
these systems? 

 To what extent does water control slip on faults?
 How much water is stored in the transition zone of 
the upper mantle? How much water is transported 
into the lower mantle?

 Does dissolved water contribute significantly to the 
low viscosity of the asthenosphere?

 To what extent is global mantle convection facili-
tated by the presence of water?

 At what depth, by what processes, and to what 
extent are subducting slabs dehydrated?

SEISMOLOGICAL APPROACHES AND REQUIREMENTS TO MAKE PROGRESS

 Improve computational modeling of wave propa-
gation in complex media, including attenuation, 
anisotropy, and nonlinear e"ects.

 Expand use of repeated, high-resolution 3D active 
surveys to yield 4D monitoring.

 Improve techniques for using seismic noise for con-
tinuous monitoring of reservoir systems.

 Tomographically image the mantle and crust at 
higher-resolution.

 Develop methods for joint interpretation of seis-
mic, electromagnetic and gravity observations.

 Increase collaborations among seismologists, geo-
dynamicists, geochemists, hydrologists, petrologists, 
and electromagnetic geophysicists.

 Expand the educated workforce, especially 
for industry.

GRAND CHALLENGE 5



Data/Compu6ng	  
Infrastructure	  
providers	  	  

	  
Public:	  HPC,	  Grid,	  Cloud	  	  
Private:	  Seismological	  
Ins6tu6ons	  and	  Data	  
Centres	  …	  

Data-‐intensive	  
Research	  	  

Data	  sta6s6cal	  analysis	  
and	  detec6on	  
Data	  modelling:	  
simula6on,	  inversion,	  
assimila6on	  

Data-‐intensive	  
	  e-‐science	  

environment	  

Earth’s interior imaging and 
dynamics: noise correlation, 
waveform analysis 

Natural hazards: new tools for 
monitoring earthquakes, 
volcanoes, and tsunami 

Interaction of solid Earth with Ocean 
and Atmosphere: environment, 
climate changes 

Cloud	  

European array 

US	  array	  

FDSN	  Global	  array	  

Japan	  array	  

… 

Integrated	  Seismology	  Data	  Infrastructure	  

Japan	  	  
Meteorological	  	  

Agency	  

US	  Incorporated	  
Research	  Ins6tu6ons	  	  

in	  Seismology	  

Japan	  Na6onal	  	  
Ins6tute	  for	  

Earthquake	  Disaster	  

European	  	  
Integrated	  Data	  	  

Archives	  



Data-Intensive statistical analysis: Seismic noise correlation 

• Transportable Array: network of 400 
seismographs placed at temporary sites 
across the United States from west to 
east in a regular grid pattern 

• NSF ATMOS supported UCSD to deploy 
atmospheric pressure sensors as part of 
US Array beginning in mid-2010 

• 1 Hz pressure data from each station 
transmitted to UCSD and EarthScope 
IRIS Data Management Center  

• Transportable Array supplements 
Reference Network 

 

seismic bands do not coincide with each other indicating that
these two peaks are generated in different regions and pos-
sibly by different physical process. P waves are more easily
identified in the secondary microseismic band than in the
primary microseismic band. While we cannot exclude that
this difference is related to the more efficient mechanism
generating secondary microseismic P waves than primary
ones, a simple explanation of this observation can be related
to difference in wave propagation. Strong noise sources gen-
erate both body wave and surface waves. For the latter, their
attenuation is much stronger at higher frequencies. Therefore,
surface waves in the secondary microseismic peak propagate
much less efficiently over very long distances than in the low‐
frequency primary microseismic band. As a consequence, for
distant noise sources, the relative part of the body waves in
the recorded seismic noise is relatively high in the secondary
microseismic band while the primary microseismic band
remains largely dominated by surface waves, making obser-
vation of P waves more difficult.
[29] Using array‐based processing of the teleseismic P

waves to locate regions generating strong microseisms has
significant advantages relative to using surface waves [e.g.,
Stehly et al., 2006]. The latter yields only a determination of
their back azimuths at the array location while with body
waves we can measure both back azimuths and slownesses
that can be converted into distances. Therefore, we can
locate the source regions more accurately with body waves
than with surface waves.

[30] We can compare our maps of the source density in
the secondary microseismic band (Figure 10) with results by
Gerstoft et al. [2008], who applied beam‐forming to the
noise records of the Southern California seismic network.
We find similar source locations in southern Pacific and
Indian oceans during summer months and in northern
Pacific and Atlantic ocean during winter months. Using
three networks simultaneously allows us to image source
regions with higher reliability. One of most important con-
sequences of this improved reliability is that we clearly see
that strongest sources of P wave microseisms are located in
deep oceans far from coasts for the secondary microseism.
Also, the observed source regions are significantly smaller
than areas affected by significant wave heights. Overall our
observations are consistent with the generation of microse-
isms by nonlinear interaction of ocean waves propagating in
opposite directions that create a pressure distribution on the
seafloor at twice the frequency of the interfering waves
[Longuet‐Higgins, 1950]. Following Kedar et al. [2008], this
wave‐wave interaction occurs in deep oceans and the geo-
graphical intensity of this interaction may be computed from
oceanic wave action models. Moreover, the efficiency of the
coupling between the interfering oceanic waves and the sea-
floor may depend on the depth of the water column, i.e., on
the bathymetry. As a result, an efficient transfer of energy
from oceanic to seismic waves occurs over geographically
very limited and specific areas. It is in particular interesting to
note that the source area near Iceland seen in Figure 10 during

Figure 10. Seasonal variation of the location of P wave seismic noise sources in the secondary micro-
seismic band (0.1–0.3 Hz).
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temporal evolution of the crust is then tracked by
computing cross-correlation functions at different
dates for the same receiver pair and measuring the
changes between the correlation functions (7–9).

Tomonitor variations in seismic velocity along
the SAF at Parkfield, we usedmore than 5 years of
continuous seismic noise data recorded by 13 short-
period seismological stations of the Berkeley High
Resolution Seismic Network (HRSN) (10). These
stations are installed in boreholes at depths of 60 to
300 m, thus reducing locally generated noise and
effects of temperature variations and precipitation
(Fig. 1). We analyzed data from January 2002 to
October 2007, spanning the times of two major
earthquakes that occurred within a 100-km radius
of Parkfield: the moment magnitude (Mw) = 6.5
San Simeon earthquake of 22 December 2003,
whose epicenter was located 60 km west of Park-
field, and the Mw = 6.0 Parkfield earthquake of
28 September 2004. For every possible pair com-
bination of stations, we computed the daily cross-
correlation of seismic noise by using the procedure
of (11), yielding 91 ! 2140 days = 194,740 cross-
correlation and auto-correlation time functions. A
reference Green function (RGF) was computed
for each station pair by stacking the daily cross-
correlations for the entire 2140-day period (12).
The velocity changes were then determined by
measuring time delays between the RGF and 30-
day stacks of cross-correlation functions in the
frequency range from 0.1 to 0.9 Hz (9, 12, 13)
(Fig. 2B). If the medium experiences a spatially
homogeneous relative seismic velocity change,
Dv/v, the relative travel time shift (Dt/t) between a
perturbed and reference Green function is indepen-
dent of the lapse time (t) at which it is measured
and Dv/v = !Dt/t = constant. Therefore, when com-
puting a local time shift, Dt, between the reference
and a chosen cross-correlation function in a short
window centered at time t, we would expect that
Dt should be a linear function of t. By measuring
the slope of the travel time shiftsDt as a function of
time t, we then estimated the relative time pertur-
bation (Dt/t), which is the opposite value of the
medium's relative velocity change (Dv/v). The 30-
day stacked correlations shown in Fig. 2A exhibit
variations because of the seasonal pattern of the
location of noise sources (14, 15). Because these
seasonal variations mainly affect the direct waves,
we did notmake differential timemeasurements for
these waves. We also investigated the accuracy of
the station clocks by analyzing the temporal sym-
metry of the correlation functions (16) and correct-
ing for the detected errors (12). Lastly, following
(9), we averaged the measured time shifts for each
time t over all station pairs to increase the mea-
surement accuracy.

After the San Simeon earthquake, the seismic
velocity along the SAF at Parkfield decreased by
0.04% (Fig. 3). This is consistent with measure-
ments using active sources and fault guided waves
that are associatedwith other earthquakes (2,3, 17).
Creepmeter and Global Positioning System (GPS)
measurements show that there was no substantial
slip detected along the SAF in the Parkfield area
after the San Simeon earthquake (18). This sug-
gests that the velocity change we detected may be
related to co-seismic damage in the shallow layers
caused by strong ground shaking (~0.15 g) from
this quake. By 7months after the quake, velocities
in the Parkfield area appear to have returned to
their pre-earthquake levels.

Kinematic and dynamic rupture inversions as
well as GPS and INSAR (Interferometric Synthet-
ic Aperture Radar) measurements showed that the
Parkfieldmainshock released amaximum stress of
10 Mpa and that the average slip was about 0.5 m
(19). The Parkfield mainshockwas also followed by
postseismic afterslip that is still ongoing and broadly
distributed between the surface and a depth of 12 km
(20, 21). Immediately after the Parkfield earthquake,
velocities decreased by 0.08%, and postseismic ve-
locities remained low for almost 3 years (Fig. 3). The
long-term decay of the relative velocity perturbation
was very similar to the relaxation curve associated

with the along-fault displacement deduced fromGPS
measurements (21, 22). Therefore, our hypothesis is
that the evolution of the observed seismic velocity
changes after the Parkfield earthquakewas governed
by the postseismic stress relaxation within deeper
parts of the fault zone and the surrounding region.

Observation of nonvolcanic tremors in the vi-
cinity of the Parkfield area supports this hypothesis
(Fig. 3). We considered the 30-day averaged rate of
tremor activity in the Cholame-Parkfield region com-
puted by using continuous records from the HRSN
for the period 2002 through 2007. These tremors are
estimated to have occurred between 20- and 40-km
depths (23), similarly to the episodic tremor and slip
phenomena on subduction zones (24, 25). There is
clear evidence of triggering of tremor activity by both
San-SimeonandParkfield earthquakes.After thePark-
field earthquake, tremor activity remained elevated and
has yet to return to its pre-event level similarly to the
seismic velocity changes. This observation supports
our hypothesis that both seismic velocity changes and
tremor activity after the Parkfield earthquake are re-
lated to postseismic stress relaxation and correspond-
ing slow slip. We also propose that the increased
nonvolcanic tremor activity after the San Simeon
earthquake may be related to slow slip at depth in
response to small stress variations induced by the pass-
ing of seismic waves from theMw = 6.5 event (26).

Fig. 1. Location of the HRSN (white and black circles) near Parkfield, California, and location of the 2003
San Simeon and 2004 Parkfield earthquakes. The black solid line indicates the surface projection of the
2004 Parkfield earthquake rupture and afterslip extent. The blue circles indicate the epicenters of
nonvolcanic tremors detected by (23). The black box on the inset image corresponds to the studied area.
The DEM plot was obtained from (27, 28). EQ indicates earthquake.
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Fig. 3. Seismic velocity
changes, surface displace-
ments from GPS, and tremor
activity near Parkfield. The
red curve represents the
postseismic fault-parallel
displacements along the
San Andreas fault as mea-
sured by GPS at station
pomm (Fig. 1) (29). The
tremor rates are averaged
over a centered 30-day-
length moving time window.

Fig. 2. Relative travel-time change measurements
(Dt/t). (A) Thirty-day stacked cross-correlation
functions (CCF) for receiver pair JCNB-SMNB. The
black curve represents the reference stacked cross-
correlation function. The CCFs are filtered between
0.1 and 0.9 Hz and normalized in amplitude. (B)
Time shifts averaged over 91 receiver pairs and
coherence measured between the reference stacked
and 30-day stacked cross-correlation functions (fre-
quency band, 0.1 to 0.9 Hz).
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Brenguier	  et	  al.	  (2008)	  

Deep	  oceanic	  wave	  sources	  
Seismic	  tomography	  

Property	  changes	  

Exploi6ng	  the	  sta6s6cal	  coherence	  in	  space	  and	  6me	  of	  con6nuous	  waveforms	  
records	  from	  dense	  arrays	  of	  broadband	  and	  strong	  mo6on	  instruments	  

Shapiro	  et	  al.	  (2005)	  



Seismic noise correlation: Big Data 

Data	  ingestion	  /	  quality	  control	  

•  N-‐dimensional	  time	  series	  
•  binary	  large	  objects	  (blob):	  >	  100	  TBs	  
•  <ine	  granularity:	  variable	  chunk	  sizes	  (GBs)	  
•  Par66oning,	  indexing,	  replica6on	  
	  
Data	  processing	  	  
•  Low	  level	  data	  access	  pattern	  
•  Linear	  complexity	  
•  Streaming	  data	  work3low	  
•  Provenance	  and	  metadata	  management	  
	  
Data	  analysis	  
•  Cross-‐correlation	  and	  higher	  order	  statistics	  
•  Quadratic	  complexity	  and	  CPU	  intensive	  
•  Thread-‐blocks	  CUDA	  and	  CSP	  
•  Secondary	  data	  :	  ~	  6	  *	  N2	  *	  Nt	  
•  Provenance	  and	  metada	  management	  



Data-Intensive statistical analysis workflow 

•  Seismology	  PEs	  library	  and	  data	  streaming	  workflow	  (Dispel)	  
•  Data	  management	  layer:	  PFS	  
•  Data	  management	  layer	  integra6on	  with	  value	  added	  analy6cs:	  iRODS	  pla\orm	  +	  MonetDB	  
•  Data	  provenance	  layer	  integra6on	  

Linear	  complexity	  
Data	  stream,	  ac6ve	  message	  

Pre-‐processing	  

Qc	  
Mean	  trend	  
Tapering	  
Resampling	  
….	  

	  

Processing	  

Clipping	  
Whitening	  
Normalize	  
Synchro	  
Filtering	  
…	  

Noise	  CC	  

Lag	  
Windowing	  
FFT	  domain	  
Time	  
domain	  
…	  

Tomographic	  
Inversion	  

Seismic	  	  
Velocity	  
varia6ons	  

Data	  
Inges6on	  

Data	  staging	  –	  Metadata	  -‐	  Provenance	  

Data	  Management	  system	  	  

Workflow	  engine	  

Compu6ng	  resources:	  HTC	  Grid,	  Hybrid	  HPC	  	  architecture	  …	  	  

Data	  
products	  
publica6on	  

Quadra6c	  complexity	  
Data	  stream/GPU	  

!""#$$%&!""'



CPU-intensive modelling: seismic waveform inversion 

Adjoint Tomography of Europe

“Big Data”20

Figure 2. Distribution of earthquakes and stations in the inversion. (a)
Location of 190 earthquakes used in this study, blue quadrilateral de-
notes the simulation region. The colors of events mean its depth. (b)
Location of 745 seismographic stations (yellow triangles), the colors of
stations represent the number of events they responsed to.

20

Figure 2. Distribution of earthquakes and stations in the inversion. (a)
Location of 190 earthquakes used in this study, blue quadrilateral de-
notes the simulation region. The colors of events mean its depth. (b)
Location of 745 seismographic stations (yellow triangles), the colors of
stations represent the number of events they responsed to.earthquakes stations iterations simulations CPU hours measurements

190 745 30 17,100 2.3 million 123,205

Hejun Zhu

724 D. Peter et al.

Figure 1. Workflow for running spectral-element simulations with
SPECFEM3D Version 2.0 ‘Sesame’.

At the free surface !" we set the pressure p = !!2
t # = 0, thereby

enforcing # = 0, ! t# = 0 and !2
t # = 0, that is, we implement

a Dirichlet boundary condition along the surface. At a fluid–solid
boundary, the interface coupling integral may be used to exchange
the normal component of displacement between fluid and solid:
$!1 n̂ · "# = n̂ · ssolid.

3 M E S H I N G , M E S H PA RT I T I O N I N G
A N D L OA D B A L A N C I N G

The first step in a SEM consists of constructing a high-quality mesh
for the region of interest. In this section, we outline the key issues
based on various 3-D examples. Fig. 1 draws the schematic workflow
from meshing and partitioning to finally running spectral-element
simulations. We discuss each phase separately, focussing on the use
of an external mesher, in our case CUBIT (Blacker et al. 1994).

3.1 Hexahedral meshing

We subdivide the model volume " into a set of non-overlapping,
hexahedral elements. We impose that the discretization creates a
conforming mesh, that is, elements match on a full face or edge,
and the mesh cannot be discontinuous. Using the SEM with hex-
ahedral elements leads to computational benefits over tetrahedral
finite elements (Komatitsch et al. 2001; Mercerat et al. 2006; Vos
et al. 2010). Especially for parallel implementations, taking advan-
tage of the diagonal mass matrix and optimized tensor products is
critical in terms of computational speed (Komatitsch et al. 2003;
Carrington et al. 2008; Vos et al. 2010). Hexahedral meshing is also
attractive for the SEM because it benefits from reduced errors and
generally smaller element counts compared to tetrahedral meshing
(Hesthaven & Teng 2000; Komatitsch et al. 2001; Vos et al. 2010).

Unfortunately, automatic 3-D hexahedral mesh generation
is more demanding than unstructured tetrahedral meshing
(Shepherd & Johnson 2008; Staten et al. 2010). To construct hex-
ahedral meshes, our examples make use of an external hexahedral
mesher, such as CUBIT (Blacker et al. 1994). We focus on this
particular mesh generation tool kit because it is a well-documented
and feature-rich package, on which most of our own experience is
based. One may readily use other meshing tools, such as Abaqus
(SIMULIA 2008), ANSYS (ANSYS 2011), GOCAD (Mallet 1992;
Caumon et al. 2009), GiD (Gardia-Donoro et al. 2010; Ribó et al.
2011), Gmsh (Geuzaine & Remacle 2009), TrueGrid (Noble &

Nuss 2004; Rainsberger 2006) or Salome (Ribes & Caremoli 2007;
Bergeaud et al. 2010).

Fig. 2 shows several examples of fully unstructured hexahe-
dral meshes. In the Mount St Helens region, the mesh employs
a mesh tripling layer to increase resolution at the topographic sur-
face. Tripling is the default refinement in CUBIT for subdividing
hexahedral elements in a conforming fashion. Surface topography is
imported using Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) data,
converted to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates
with an original resolution of 90 m (Jarvis et al. 2008). Meshing is
performed automatically by CUBIT using a sweep algorithm. The
resolution of the mesh enables seismic wave simulations with fre-
quencies up to #1.5 Hz. The Mesh for the L’Aquila region, Italy,
consists of #7 M hexahedra with an element size of #90 m at
the top surface. This mesh facilitates simulations of seismic wave
propagation up to #5 Hz. For the exploration geophysics model,
the hexahedral mesh honours a salt dome body inside a 3-D model
capped by a water layer. The mesh for asteroid 433-Eros with a
close-bound surface has a resolution of roughly 300 m. Finally, the
filled coffee cup model discretized into hexahedra couples an elastic
domain for the cup with an acoustic domain for the coffee inside
the cup.

To ensure compatibility with previous versions of SPECFEM3D
(see e.g. Komatitsch et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2004), the in-house
mesher based on analytical linear interpolation from the top to the
bottom of the mesh has been adapted to the new code structure. It
facilitates the design of simpler, alternative meshes for layercake
models.

3.2 Partitioning and load balancing

Balancing the computational load and distributing the mesh on a
large number of cores is crucial for optimized high-performance
simulations (Martin et al. 2008a). To do so, we make use of an
external partitioner, namely SCOTCH (Pellegrini & Roman 1996;
Chevalier & Pellegrini 2008), which we use to balance spectral-
element computations on an arbitrary number of cores. An alter-
native partitioner able to fulfill these tasks is METIS (Karypis &
Kumar 1998), but SCOTCH is more actively maintained (Chevalier
& Pellegrini 2008) and performs better in many cases that we have
tested.

Especially for simulations involving coupled elastic and acoustic
domains, balancing the mesh becomes paramount. Most of the com-
putation time is spent resolving the divergence of the stress tensor
in each element. The computational cost for an elastic element is
approximately four times larger than for an acoustic element, which
may be established by running simulations for one domain at a time.
During partitioning, we therefore weight each element according to
its associated domain type and computational cost to balance the
overall numerical cost rather than simply the number of elements
between partitions. The major improvement in SPECFEM3D code
performance focuses on these tensor products, using highly effi-
cient algorithms developed by Deville et al. (2002) and optimizing
cache usage. Another key aspect of mesh partitioning is minimiza-
tion of the number of edge cuts, because this reduces the amount
of MPI communications between processor cores (an edge cut oc-
curs when two contiguous elements are assigned to distinct cores).
On machines comprising a very large number of cores, it is cru-
cial to resort to non-blocking communications between compute
nodes, for instance using non-blocking MPI message passing, to
obtain good performance scaling (Danielson & Namburu 1998;
Komatitsch et al. 2008; Martin et al. 2008a).

C$ 2011 The Authors, GJI, 186, 721–739
Geophysical Journal International C$ 2011 RAS
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8 D-JRA1.1: First selected applications and scientific use cases

there have been selected the "Forward modeling and Inversion" opportunely merged with the “High
Resolution Tomography from 3D full waveform inversion in Italy” use case for the CPU-intensive type
of applications (I), and the "ambient noise cross-correlation" use case that includes four of the proposed
used cases for the data-intensive (II) type of development.

]

Figure 1: Comparison between synthetic seismograms, generated by Seissol and processed real data of
selected stations during the 2009 L’aquila earthquake

2 Pilot workflow for "Forward modeling and Inversion" CPU-intensive
use case

The purpose of this section is

1. to illustrate a complete workflow for the problem of seismic modeling (extension to inversion not
yet implemented) that contains typical work patterns that have to be repeated many times by Earth
scientists

2. present results and illustrations as they could appear in principle on the VERCE science gateway

3. state the requirements for an implementation on the VERCE platform

2.1 Basic principles

The section below describes a workflows for large scale 3-D forward and inverse modeling in seismology.
The development of the modules (e.g., data access, model generation, simulation, synthetic data storage,
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CPU-intensive modelling: waveform inversion 

High	  performance	  parallel	  codes	  

•  Specfem3D,	  Seisol	  …	  

Waveform	  inversion	  	  

•  Non-‐linear	  inversion	  	  
•  Adjoint-‐based	  inversion	  methods:	  -‐>	  	  one	  
forward	  and	  one	  adjoint	  simulations	  per	  
iteration	  and	  per	  earthquake	  

Orchestrated	  workJlow	  	  
•  Data	  Intensive	  analysis	  and	  High	  Performance	  
computing	  

•  Across	  Public	  HPC	  and	  Private	  data	  and	  
computing	  infrastructures	  

	  
Big	  Data	  
•  Earthquake	  event	  waveforms:	  synthetics	  and	  
observed	  

•  State	  of	  the	  systems:	  x,y,z,t	  -‐>	  v,	  σ	

	  
Mesh	  generation	  



Data-intensive HPC workflow 

Event	  data	  
bases,	  web-‐
services	  …	  

Earth	  
models,	  
meshes	  …	  

Data-‐gathering	   Pre-‐processing	   Job-‐submission	  
&	  monitoring	  

Waveform	  
synthe6cs	  
retrieval	  

Post-‐processing	  

Synthe6c	  
waveforms	  
databases	  

HPC	  Infrastructures	  
LRZ,	  CINECA	  …	  

Workflow	  engine	  

Interac6on	  

Data	  staging	  –	  Metadata	  -‐	  Provenance	  
Data	  Management	  system	  	  

•  Orchestrated	  workflows	  and	  execu6on	  models	  
•  Stream	  based	  data	  analysis	  and	  enabled	  CSP	  wave	  simula6on	  codes	  (Specfem3D	  and	  Seisol)	  	  
•  Job	  submission	  across	  Grid	  &	  HPC	  DCIs:	  AAA	  (X.509	  proxies),	  JSAGA/DCI-‐Bridge	  
•  Data	  streaming	  and	  files	  transfer	  orchestra6on	  across	  DCIs:	  	  
•  GridFTP	  enabled	  data	  transfer	  PEs,	  iRODS	  



Workbenches for seismologists
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Figure 1. The network diagram of the Data-Scope. 

Performance Servers will have high speed and inexpensive SATA drives, but compromise on capacity: 
Samsung Spinpoint HD103SJ 1TB, 150MB/s, (see [49], verified by our own measurements). The Storage 
Servers will have larger yet cheaper SATA disks but with lower throughput: Samsung Spinpoint HD203WI 
2TB, 110MB/s. The storage layer has 1.5x more disk space to allow for data staging and replication to 
and from the performance layer.  
The rest of the design focuses on maintaining the advantages from these two choices. In the 
performance layer we will ensure that the achievable aggregate data throughput remains close to the 
theoretical maximum, which is equal to the aggregate sequential IO speed of all the disks. As said before, 
we achieve this level of performance by transferring data from the disks over the servers’ local PCIe 
interconnects rather than slower network connections. Furthermore, each disk is connected to a separate 
controller port and we use only 8-port controllers to avoid saturating the controller.  We will use the new 
LSI 9200-series disk controllers, which provide 6Gbps SATA ports and a very high throughput (we have 
measured the saturation throughput of the LS92111-8i to be 1346 MB/s). Each performance server will 
also have four high-speed solid-state disks (OCZ-Vertex2 120GB, 250MB/s read, 190MB/s write) to be 
used as an intermediate storage tier for temporary storage and caching for random access patterns [48]. 

Table 2. The projected cost and configuration for a single unit of each server type 

The performance server will use a SuperMicro SC846A chassis, with 24 hot-swap disk bays, four internal 
SSDs, and two GTX480 Fermi-based NVIDIA graphics cards, with 500 GPU cores each, offering an 
excellent price-performance for floating point operations at an estimated 3 teraflops per card. The Fermi-
based TESLA 2050 has not been announced yet, we will reconsider if it provides a better price 
performance as the project begins. We have built a 
prototype system according to these specs and it 
performs as expected.  
In the storage layer we maximize capacity while 
keeping acquisition costs low. To do so we amortize 
the motherboard and disk controllers among as many 
disks as possible, using backplanes with SATA 
expanders while still retaining enough disk bandwidth 
per server for efficient data replication and recovery 
tasks. We will use locally attached disks, thus keeping 
both performance and costs reasonable. All disks are 
hot-swappable, making replacements simple. A 
storage node will consist of 3 SuperMicro SC847 
chassis, one holding the motherboard and 36 disks, 
with the other two holding 45 disks each, for a total of 
126 drives with a total storage capacity of 252TB. On 

� Performance Storage 
  Components price qty total Components price qty total 
Motherboard SM X8DAH+F- $469 1 $469 X8DAH+F-O $469  1 $469 
Memory 18GB $621 1 $621 24GB $828  1 $828 
CPU Intel E5630 $600 2 $1,200 Intel E5630 $600  2 $1,200 
Enclosure SM SC846A $1,200 1 $1,200 SM SC847 $2,000  3 $6,000 
Disk ctrl ext  N/A     LSI 9200-8e $338  2 $676 
Disk ctrl int LSI 9211-8i $233 3 $699 LSI 9211-8i $233  1 $233 
Hard disk Samsung 1TB $65 24 $1,560 Samsung $100  126 $12,600 
SSD OCZ V2 $300 4 $1,200        
NIC 10GbE Chelsio N310E $459 1 $459 Chelsio $540  1 $540 
Cables   $100 1 $100   $100  3 $300 
GPU card GTX480 $500 2 $1,000  N/A   0 $0 
 Total Price     $8,508 Total Price     $22,846 

!""#$$%&!""'

Seismology	  specialists	   HPC	  and	  Data	  Analysis	  
experts	  

Data-‐aware	  
distributed	  compu6ng	  

engineers	  

 RapidSeis >> WebGrid-ification of the                               SDX tool 

RapidSeis, Pilot project: 
Waveform Visualization and 
Analysis Remote Portlet 

To utilise the vast amount of 
seismic waveform data 
provided through the portal, it 
is necessary that scientists can 
perform analysises on them 
for their research. 

The RapidSeis tool will provide 
a way to seismologists to create 
new analysis plugin that can be 
shared and executed within the 
portal itself, allowing the 
computation and data 
movement  to be performed 
on suitable computational 
infrastructures (Local GRIDs) ! 

 Seismic Data Portal  Seismic Data Portal 

A service-oriented architecture 



Architecture  

Architectural	  changes	  
	  

•  Tipping	  balance	  to	  data	  :	  data	  crawling	  architecture	  strategy;	  
•  Support	  both	  Big	  Data	  DC	  architectures:	  data-‐intensive	  analysis	  –	  loosely	  coupled,	  data	  

streaming	  on	  par	  with	  data	  throughput	  -‐	  and	  CPU-‐intensive	  architecture	  –	  6ghtly	  
coupled;	  

•  Compute	  in	  storage	  architecture	  and	  technology	  with	  added	  analy6cs;	  
•  Augmented	  hierarchical	  object-‐based	  storage	  management,	  and	  heavy	  concurrent	  data	  

access	  beyond	  POSIX;	  	  
	  
What	  opera6onal	  changes	  
	  

•  Suppor6ng	  extended	  Data	  life-‐cycle	  within	  HPC	  infrastructures:	  data	  storage	  hierarchies	  
and	  scien6fic	  gateways;	  

•  Analy6cs	  pla\orm	  must	  integrate	  Data-‐intensive	  HPC	  infrastructures	  and	  Data-‐intensive	  
HTC	  infrastructures;	  

•  Suppor6ng	  orchestrated	  workflow	  –	  and	  data	  flow	  -‐	  across	  BD	  and	  EC	  DCIs	  and	  
execu6on	  models:	  access	  policy,	  AAA	  mechanism,	  monitoring	  tools	  ….	  

	  
	  



Workflows  

Forwarding	  looking	  workflow	  
	  

•  Seismic	  waveform	  inversion	  workflow	  is	  a	  possible	  proxy:	  extreme	  compu6ng	  +	  data-‐
intensive	  ;	  

•  Seismic	  noise	  correla6on	  analysis	  another	  possible	  proxy	  
•  Need	  an	  abstract	  descrip6on	  level	  to	  iden6fy	  communality	  with	  other	  domains:	  

astronomy/astrophysics,	  sensor	  analysis	  …	  
•  The	  devil	  is	  in	  the	  details:	  cleaning	  imply	  a	  knowledge	  of	  the	  acquisi6on/transmission	  	  
•  Need	  incen6ve	  to	  involve	  of	  the	  domain	  communi6es	  and	  an	  analysis	  of	  the	  community	  

data	  organiza6on	  
	  
Soaware	  missing	  
	  

•  Meta-‐workflows	  capability	  (ERFlow,	  SCI-‐BUS)	  and	  beker	  enactment	  gateway	  support;	  
•  Beside	  the	  solware	  issue,	  it	  is	  a	  policy	  issue:	  policy-‐based	  IAA	  (creden6als)	  	  and	  access	  

protocols	  s6ll	  desperately	  heterogeneous.	  
•  Improved	  Scien6fic	  Gateway	  components:	  registries,	  Portlet	  and	  REST	  

	  



Big	  Data	  
	  
Data	  Archives	  and	  Data	  infrastructure	  
Global	  observa6on	  systems:	  Integrated	  distributed	  	  
data	  archives	  
Long	  term	  observatories:	  raw	  data	  preserva6on,	  	  
data	  cura6on,	  data	  annota6on	  
Data	  and	  Metadata	  standards	  
Data	  management	  and	  data	  exchange	  standards	  
	  
Data-‐intensive	  research	  
•  Increasingly	  large	  data	  sets	  (>	  100-‐500	  TBs	  each)	  
•  Data-‐intensive:	  HPC	  modelling	  (inversion/assimila6on);	  sta6s6cal	  analysis	  
•  Different	  data	  life	  cycle:	  	  

Ø  Long-‐term	  (years)	  with	  shared	  services;	  	  
Ø  Mid-‐term	  (1-‐2	  years),	  for	  research	  group	  analysis/modelling;	  	  	  
Ø  Short-‐term	  (few	  months)	  for	  massive	  processing	  (on	  demand	  ?)	  pipelines.	  

•  Hierarchy	  of	  distributed	  storage	  -‐>	  ver6cal	  reuse	  op6miza6on	  
•  Orchestrated	  workflow	  across	  HPC	  infrastructures	  and	  Grid-‐like	  private/public	  infrastructures	  
•  Secondary	  products	  publish	  in	  the	  Data	  archives	  with	  provenance	  and	  metadata	  
•  Con6nuous	  data	  cura6on	  process	  

Integrated	  Data	  Archives	  

Data	  Inges6on	  
Provenance,	  Metdata	  

Data-‐Intensive	  DCIs	  HPC	  DCIs	  

Publica6on	  
Secondary	  products	  

Provenance,	  Metadata	  

Taxonomy  



Software  

Data	  management/explora6on	  
•  PFSs,	  iRODS,	  Scien6fic	  data	  bases	  (MonentDB)	  
•  Data	  archives:	  Data	  and	  Metadata	  structure	  (<-‐	  acquisi6on/transmission	  &	  data	  

exchange	  format)	  
	  
Soaware	  library	  and	  tools	  

•  Analysis	  domain	  specific	  libraries:	  ObsPy,	  Python,	  NumPy,	  SciPy,	  SeisHub,	  C/C++,	  Matlab	  
•  Scalability	  and	  performance	  of	  cross-‐correla6on	  and	  higher	  order	  sta6s6cs	  
•  3D	  wave	  simula6on	  codes	  (Specfem3D	  and	  Seisol)	  con6nuous	  op6miza6on.	  Good	  strong	  

and	  weak	  scaling	  up	  to	  ~30-‐40	  K	  cores.	  
	  
Data	  management	  system	  needs	  

•  Beyond	  Posix	  :	  n-‐dimensional	  objects,	  Blobs	  with	  dynamical	  adjustable	  chunk	  size,	  
storage;	  concurrent	  access,	  versioning-‐based	  concurrent	  access	  

•  Explore	  self-‐describing	  formats:	  HDFS,	  NetCDF,	  ADIOS	  
	  
Soaware	  missing	  

•  Fault	  tolerance:	  workflow	  &	  HPC	  codes	  
	  



Interoperabilité  

Data	  provenance	  
	  

•  PIDs	  and	  Handle	  System	  (EUDAT);	  see	  also	  on	  going	  discussion	  EarthCube/EPOS/EUDAT	  
•  Seman6cs:	  OpenGeospa6alConsor6um	  (OGC)	  …	  
•  Being	  implemented	  in	  coordina6on	  between	  VERCE,	  EPOS	  and	  EUDAT	  

	  


